We Are Hitachi Vantara

We guide our customers from what’s now to what’s next by solving their digital challenges. Working alongside each customer, we apply our unmatched industrial and digital capabilities to their data and applications to benefit both business and society.

Hitachi Vantara and VMware

The Hitachi Unified Compute Platform HC (UCP HC) is a fully-integrated VDI appliance that incorporates VMware vSAN and VMware Horizon 7 and is ready for immediate deployment.

- Start small with just two nodes and scale for large environments.
- Deliver a consistent user-experience, even during peak workload.
- Gain access to powerful management and automation capabilities.
- Benefit from expertise and insights to help design your right-sized VDI.

VDI today really delivers!

Modern HCI puts VDI in a whole different league compared to VDI implementations of the past.

Hyperconverged infrastructure (HCI) is the key to delivering effective VDI. Modern HCI systems are made of tightly integrated hardware and software components…

- Compute, storage, networking, hypervisor and management plane… in fully prebuilt, pre-integrated and pretested solutions. HCI therefore dramatically reduces the complexity, effort, time and cost involved in deploying VDI.

To learn more about how Hitachi Vantara can help your whole team succeed with VDI, visit our VDI solutions page.

Maximize everyone’s productivity

As we advance towards more widely distributed workforces – with greater numbers of remote, mobile and flexible workers – VDI offers a viable and proven strategy for end-user computing.

- Deploy virtual desktops in hours
- Exceptional user experiences
- Always-on VDI
- In more desktops*

* Intel® Optane™ all-NVMe as compared with all-flash HCI.

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) has unique benefits – for example, keeping data off the endpoint, putting apps right next to data or servers, or renting a cloud-based virtual desktop by the month instead of shelling out the capex for one that sits under a desk.

brianmadden.com, 2019

Achieve a lower TCO and reduce your IT footprint

“Hitachi’s integrated HCI solution provided high availability for VMware Horizon virtual desktops, which was crucial for business success, without having to deal with multiple management tools. Unified Compute Platform HC helped us maximize the virtual desktop density, without sacrificing performance and resiliency, resulting in lower TCO and reduced IT footprint.”

Matt Bouges, Enterprise IT Architect, ConAgra Brands

Raise Your Game

Provide desktops anywhere, and make your users smile.

Effective virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI) helps your business cut through digital challenges. Depending on which work style you apply, your cost, technical debt and cloud costs are driven by the data and applications business teams share securely.

To learn more about how Hitachi Vantara can help your whole team succeed with VDI, visit our VDI solutions page.